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The popularity of the low carb/paleo/Primal way of eating has exploded, as people discover an
appealing and sustainable alternative to the restrictive diets and flawed conventional wisdom
that lead to burnout and failed weight loss efforts.The dream of eating satisfying meals-even on
a budget-controlling weight and feeling great has now become a reality. As you build momentum
for Primal eating, you'll find that you won't even miss the bland, boring, low-fat foods that
previously were the central focus of your diet. How can you argue with a menu that includes
Roasted Leg of Lamb with Herbs and Garlic, Salmon Chowder with Coconut Milk, Tomatoes
Stuffed with Ground Bison and Eggs, and Baked Chocolate Custard?This isn't a crash course
diet. These and the other Primal recipes provide the foundation for a lifetime of delicious, healthy
eating, high energy and protection from common health problems that arise from eating the SAD
(Standard American Diet).

Based on experience of previous bookBased on the low-carb eating style described in the highly
acclaimed bookBeautiful color photos detailing every step in the preparation of each
dish.Delicious non-dairy, gluten-free, paleo-friendly recipes that will make weight loss a
breeze.Hardcover version is #1 often in all low-carb cookbooks on Ebook LibraryHighly
publicized on www.marksdailyapple.com, the author's blog which reaches over 400,000 unique
visitors each month.About the AuthorJennifer Meier is a graduate of the prestigious California
Culinary Academy in San Francisco. Her culinary career spans a decade and includes stints in
restaurants, gourmet shops, and wine stores in New York, Seattle, San Francisco and Los
Angeles. She also holds a degree in Communications from the University of Washington in
Seattle. Eventually, the writing and cooking merged into a food-writing career. Mark Sisson is the
one of the leading figures in the primal/paleo/ancestral health world, with his
MarksDailyApple.com the most visited site in this category. Mark has followed the revolutionary
bestseller, The Primal Blueprint, with six other books on primal living and eating. He is a former
world-class endurance athlete (2:18 marathon, 4th place Hawaii Ironman), BA degree in biology
(Williams College). Besides blogging daily and writing books, Mark hosts PrimalCon lifestyle
retreats in North America.
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Larry, “BEST COOKBOOK EVER!. This is the best cookbook ever! There is an introduction
paragraph to each receipe, simple list of ingredients, and clear, concise directions on how to mix
the ingredients. Even more spectacular are the bright, bold, colorful photographs of each
receipe, showing first, the ingredients, then mixing the ingredients, and finally the end
product.The added benefit of this cookbook is the healthy receipes that help you lose weight
and make eating exciting. Each receipe is full of the foods your body will love. It's like each
receipe is a work of art, and you are the artist putting all the yummy ingredients together for a
tasty, colorful, finished dish that you just love to eat!I have just lost 22 pounds on the Paleo, or
caveman diet, which is not really a diet, but a lifestyle of eating fruits, vegtables, lean meats and
fish, and nuts. The life style cuts out the grains, dairy products, beans, gluten, sugar, salt, and in
the process helps your body loose the excess weight it does not need. My blood pressure and
cholesterol, have all gone down. This cookbook helps me to eat this new lifestyle. I am eating,
and loosing my weight at the same time!I have recommended this book to all my friends, and
those who have bought it, all have had the same results. We all are eating healthy food, using
the wonderful receips in this book, and enjoying every minute.Just a side note, I made the
delicious Peach Clafouti on page 250, and used too small a pie dish and spilt some of the liquid
on the pages of the book. The pages are covered in something that makes it possible to spill
something on the page, and wipe it off, without messing up the pages! How great is that!My wife,
Maryellen, is on a mission to cook every receipe in the book, just like the lady in the movie about
Julia Child and her cookbook. In fact, my wife has Julia Child's cookbook, and likes this
cookbook even better! Julia cooked with lots of butter and heavy calories, and fat in her
receipes. There are great cooking tips in Julia Child's cookbook, but this cookbook is filled with
healthier, tasty receipes, with photos that make you just want to cook up all the receipes!I am
going to buy a copy of this cookbook for all my family and friends for Christmas gifts it is so
fantastic. I also appreciate the quickness that Amazon mailed me my book. Amazon has the best
prices, and best customer service of all. That just wants me to keep coming back, and especially
with cookbooks that are as great as this one. Thanks Amazon! Maryellen and Larry Lehigh”

SteveN, “Cook yourself up a treat. I'll be completely honest, this is another cook book with a
variation on meals! That's said, it is written well with great pictures and ample meal choices. If
you are dedicated then will be immensely helpful in following a primal diet however if not then it
is still a good addition to your cookbook collection.”

C, “Love this Paleo and some great recipes but honestly some .... Love this Paleo and some
great recipes but honestly some our badly referenced and amounts need changing... there is
more recent updated recipes on Mark Sisson's website”

Tres, “Basic book with great recipes.. Recipes are all in lb which can get annoying, but there is a



great list here of healthy recipes. It's a basic book, (ie. nothing fancy), but it has some great
recipes!”

J'net Stapleton, “Healthy Yumminess!. Great recipes, and easy to follow directions. Slightly
labour-intensive, but then, if it's healthy, it isn't going to come in a packet. Is it? Everything we've
tried has been LUSH!!”

OldYouthful, “Oh yes!!. This one takes the boredom out of Paleo living with recipes to suit all
tastes and occasions, a great support to help with maintaining this wonderful healthy way of
eating”

The book by Cary Ellis has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 554 people have provided feedback.
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